
Teaching grammar creatively

Warm up: copies with cards cut, Ss in groups should construct the sentences using a 
grammar aspect. When done , Ss are asked to identify the grammar point and think of a 
purpose and a rationale for it. Teacher training essentials by Craig Thaine p120 Cambridge 
University 2010 

Brainstorm favourirte SS’ activities for grammar presentation and practice (copy- task 
grammar presentation techniques-Tasks for teacher education course book. Longman Rosie
Tanner and Catherine Green. 1998 p 120)

Ask a group to teach each other 1 aspect (many/ much, imperatives, present tense of BE, 
present simple/ continuous, your idea) Think of +- together 

Time lines: cards to identify a tense and an aspect, give sentences to draw on the board so 
that other SS identify the tense and recreate the sentence- see an attachment

Auction with correcting mistakes ( TB English File 3 edition Upper-Intermediate. Oxford. 
2014, p171 ) 

Grammar jokes (grammar with laughter George Woolard 1999 ISBN 1 899 396 01 2 ) 

Construction of sentences and verbs of senses : Something is the colour of… -give a table 
on a board, SS fill it with your ideas. Ask for examples. Add more words- SS construct more 
sentences. Ask SS to explain the construction ( p 20-21) Teaching Grammar CreativeLy G. 
Gerngross, H. Puchta, S. Thornbury. 2013. 

PersonaLise it - TF with used to -see below

Continue the sentences (p 122 Teacher Training Essentials. Cambridge. 2010 by Craig 
Thaine) -see a paper copy

Would you rather ? -see an attachment 

Superlatives (paper copy Teaching Grammar CreativeLy G. Gerngross, H. Puchta, S. 
Thornbury. 2013. 1.9 Superlatives p56-57): give a list of words on a board. SS memorise 
them, give a few min to brainstorm memorised words. Choose 1 noun and collocate it with at
least 3 adjectives. Ask SS to create superlative forms with some of them. Then present a 
model text and SS following it create their own. 

Possessives: give SS variants of films’ titles- choose the correct ones. Ask if they've seen 
and if they've liked them. What's the difference between these variants? (possessive S)GIve 
the grid to create their own titles and even plot for them.  ( Teaching Grammar CreativeLy G.
Gerngross, H. Puchta, S. Thornbury. 2013.p92-93) 

Possessives: association game- I'm thinking of something red/ purple. Give out copies of 
model texts- SS complete, then read out. Pair dictation- in pairs SS get 2 separate 
worksheets- dictate to each other and complete their texts. Read out. (Teaching Grammar 
CreativeLy G. Gerngross, H. Puchta, S. Thornbury. 2013.p 94-95) 

Gradual Erase- give a big compound sentence to erase 1-2 words gradually until it doesn't 
make sense ( Vocabulary Activities Penny Ur Cambridge a handbooks for Language 
Teachers p151 2012) 



Bad cough dictations ( grammar 1 games and activities Peter Watcyn-Jones and D. Howard-
Williams) p22 40 The longest day -a paper copy

Have you ever….? Write phrases in blue and red ink and put them in different corners of a 
room. SS walk around silently and try to remember them. No notes taken. Then write down 
as many as you remember, then divide them by true and false for me.  Teaching Grammar 
CreativeLy G. Gerngross, H. Puchta, S. Thornbury. 2013. P 119 -a paper copy

Present tense for narration - give a sheet with a beginning of a story- There's a penguin. 
One day he goes into a bar. Write 1 more sentence logically and pass the story to a partner. 
A circle activity until it reaches the owner. Read out. Teaching Grammar CreativeLy G. 
Gerngross, H. Puchta, S. Thornbury. 2013. P 127 -a paper copy

Passive :(another variant)  a story of a cup. I was taken…Teaching Grammar CreativeLy G. 
Gerngross, H. Puchta, S. Thornbury. 2013. P 135 -a paper copy

Pictionary: draw a sentence (any grammar) and SS should recreate it using a particular 
tense and aspect. 

If -sentences 3 conditional (rewriting fairy tales)- What would have happened if…? (Little 
Red Riding Hood had looked at the window before entering her gran’s house?/ the Sleeping 
Beauty wasn't kissed?/ the grey wolf had been a vegetarian?)  Teaching Grammar 
CreativeLy G. Gerngross, H. Puchta, S. Thornbury. 2013, p222

If-sentences: 2 conditional describe a person you like (your friend)- read out a model text. 
Provide a table for SS to complete about a person they like (colour, sound, smell, animal, 
food). Before that, brainstorm some ideas for these columns. Do the same for a person you 
dont like. Teaching Grammar CreativeLy G. Gerngross, H. Puchta, S. Thornbury. 2013, 
p230-231

I wish : draw a picture of a funny situation ( a running man and a lion after him) and a speech
bubble ( I wish I…) Provide some model sentences and Ss complete them.  Teaching 
Grammar CreativeLy G. Gerngross, H. Puchta, S. Thornbury. 2013, p 241 



Task Using grammar presentation techniques

Presentation technique Advantages Disadvantages Comments

Using a song text

Using a timeline 

Reading 

Using a picture

Using realia

Personalising

Explaining directly

Discovering 

Using a chart

Eliciting

Presenting and practising

Comparing L1 and L2

 

( Tasks for teacher education course book. Longman Rosie Tanner and Catherine Green. 
1998 p 120 )

Sentences for timelines’ recreation

I was walking home when I saw my dog.

I have been waiting here for a long time.

Ben goes to football practice every Tuesday.

You had studied English before you moved to New York.

I will have left home by the time he gets up.



Used to sentences

1. I used to go to ballroom dance classes.
2. I didn’t use to drink a lot of tomato juice.
3. My family used to live in the capital city.
4. I used to have long hair.
5. I didn’t use to travel a lot.

Teaching Grammar CreativeLy G. Gerngross, H. Puchta, S. Thornbury. 2013. P119

Red pen
I'd like to..
I wouldnt like to..
It must be interesting to..
It must be fun to…
It must be exciting to…
It must be boring to…
It must be difficult to…

Blue pen
Cross the Atlantic on a yacht
Go to the disco 3 times a week
Have more time for yourself
Climb Mount Everest
Go on a bike tour to India
Have a teacher you can talk to about everything
Have a chimp as a pet
Be ten years older
Be a cook in a famous restaurant
Travel to foreign countries
Be able to talk to animals
See a ghost
Hunt for treasure
Write for a newspaper
Be a pop star
Be a curator in a museum



Possessives (films’ titles ) Teaching Grammar CreativeLy G. Gerngross, H. Puchta, S. 
Thornbury. 2013. P92-93

The Rings’ Lord                                           The Lord of the Rings 
Sophie’s Choice                                           The Choice of Sophie 
The Lambs’ Silence                                      The Silence of Lambs 
Bridget Jones’ Diary                                      The Diary of Bridget Jones 
The Living Dead’s Night                                Night of Living Dead 
Harry Potter  and the Fire’s Goblet               Harry Potter and the Goblet of Fire 
Harry Potter and the Sorcerer’s Stone          Harry Potter and the Stone of the Sorcerer   
The Worlds’ War                                           The War of the Worlds 
Notre Dame’s Hunchback                             The  Hunchback of Notre Dame

prisoner diamond soldier Tibet Last battle My brother

hair Lost treasure dawn eternity Shanghai knee

Budapest Napoleon Dark shadow island detective Golden ring

prince dreams magician monster president mystery

journey year tower Only child My cousin Secret book

Patagonia terror victory heart Mowgli ice



Possessives Teaching Grammar CreativeLy G. Gerngross, H. Puchta, S. Thornbury. 2013. 
P94–95

Models A
( car, hair, allowed, eyeshade, use, cover, jens, diary, dye)

What's purple? 
My sisters _____
My fathers ______
The _____ of my _____
My new _______
And the _______
I'm not ______ to _______
On my _________

(secret, nose, keep, body, letter, sky, head, circles)

What's blue?
The _________ and the ocean ______
Our maths teacher’s _______
The ______ of the fly _______
That _______my _______
And the paper of your _______
I _________ in my _______ drawer.

Models B (pair work)
What's pink?
Strawberry_____
The ________
I ________ for ______ birthday
My _______ friend’s _____
And _______ cuddly ______
Who _____ me
When _____ am ______

What's pink? 
_______ ice cream
_______ cake 
_______ had _______ my ______
_______ best ______ earrings
_________ the ______moise
__________ watches _______
_________ I ______ asleep.


